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NORTHWEST AVALANCHE FORECASTING PROGRAM - FORM, CONTENT,
DISSEMINATION, USAGE

Mark Moore and Rich Marriott
USDA Forest Service, Avalanche Warning Center

Seattle, WA

Introduction

The present guidelines for form, content,
dissemination, and usage of public daily back country
avalanche forecasts in the Northwest have been developed
primarily during the winters of 1978-80 by forecast staff of
the Northwest Avalanche Forecasting Program. This program,
currently administered by the US Forest Service (USFS) and
cooperatively funded by Washington State Department of
Transportation (WSDOT) and the National Park Service (NPS)
with the additional vital cooperation of the National
Weather Service (NWS), is an outgrowth of a research project
initially funded in 1975 at the University of Washington by
WSDOT and the Federal Highway Administration (FHA).
Avalanche problems in the primarily maritime forecast area-
including the Washington Cascades, Olympic Mountains, and_the
northern Oregon Cascades-- affect approximately 50,000 km 2

of mountainous terrain from 450 N to 49 0 N latitude and l200 W
to l25 0 W longitude with major forecast elevations ranging from
900 m to more than 3000 m. Over 240 major avalanche paths
affect approximately 250 km of state and Federal highways
encompassing six mountain passes. Heavy yearly snowfall
(ranging from 1000 to over 2500 cm), large freezing level
fluctuations (from sea level to over 3000 m), and often
strong winds combine to produce a predominance of direct
action slab avalanching in the Northwest mountains. Due to
recent greatly increased winter usage of undeveloped
mountainous recreational areas in the Northwest, the need
for reliable, timely, understandable, and educational public
avalanche forecasts is evident.

Basic elements of the Northwest public avalanche
forecasting program include: a data acquisition network; a
data transmission facility; access to high quality
meteorological data and forecast products; trained and
experienced forecasters working with a rational methodology;
and an effective system for production--including well
defined forecast format, content and hazard classification
scheme-- and timely dissemination of these developed
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forecasts to intended users. This paper deals primarily
with the last basic element of the program; the other more
operational elements of an effective forecasting program are
dealt with extensively elsewhere (LaChapelle et al., 1976,
1977, 1978).

As the purpose of the public forecast program is
to reach the intended users as effectively and coherently as
possible, the quality and quantity of coverage of forecast
products has been a major factor in determining the present
form, content, and dissemination procedure for the
forecasts. It is hoped that the guidelines presented here
may provide a basis for beginning to standardize wide
differences in forecast structure and terminology used in
public forecasting throughout the United States, as
divergent terminology in describing similar
avalanche/snowpack conditions can be very misleading to back
country users travelling between different regions.

Form

The avalanche forecast form produced by Judson
(1975) is a workable guide for preparation of a threshold
hazard warning product, which is issued irregularly only
when a certain set of conditions, i.e. unusually dangerous
avalanche conditions, is occurring and expected to continue.
However, the use of this narrative form to describe and
forecast a complex avalanche situation involving as many as
four or five geographical areas can cause confusion and
result in possible misunderstanding by the public and news
media. From an educational as well as an operational
viewpoint, the public needs to know when and why the hazard
is low as well as when and why it is high. Additional
difficulties for the avalanche forecaster arise when
updates or amendments to an existing forecast are
necessary, as this may require the complete rewriting of a
statement even if only one area's hazard has changed.
Finally, the use of a lengthy narrative may lead to editing
of the forecast by a newsperson with little or no avalanche
training, often resulting in a complete misrepresentation of
the current conditions.

These difficulties have led to the present form of
the daily public avalanche forecast by the Northwest
Avalanche Forecast Centre (Figures 1 and 2). The forecast
begins with a statement which ,briefly discusses the what,
where, and when of the avalanche hazard with geographical
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areas having similar avalanche hazard grouped together (zone
forecast). This is loosely styled after the NWS marine
forecasts which allows geographical forecast zones to vary
grouping areas experiencing similar conditions into flexible
zones. This section consists entirely of the forecaster's
interpretation of the avalanche situation. The zone
forecasts are followed by a synopsis section which gives a
summary of the snow and weather conditions which are
resulting in the current and forecast avalanche hazard
conditions (the why of the forecast) with as little
subjective forecaster interpretation as possible.

The brevity and succinctness of the zone format
readily lends itself to media use with a minimum of editing,
as well as appealing to those back country travellers with
little or no knowledge of avalanche science. The more
detailed exposition of the current and forecast mountain
snowpack stability and associated weather conditions
contained in the synopsis intrinsically appeals to and
satisfies those more knowledgeable users who want to make
their own avalanche hazard evaluation.

The outline form worksheet of the forecast is
shown in Figure 1, with the zone forecast, Sunday outlook
(issued Friday only), and synopsis comprising the majority
of the text composed daily (or more often as needed) by
forecasters. Although the public worksheet for Washington
is shown, the worksheet for Oregon (Mt. Hood area and
southern Washington Cascades) is very similar. Certain
routing and identifying codes and headers precede and follow
the actual zone forecasts and synopsis texts, along with
some common disclaimer remarks, qualification statements,
and general back country travel information. The latter
appear essential in educating the uninformed user that these
avalanche hazard forecasts do not apply to all mountainous
terrain. Not shown in the figure are the avalanche hazard
classifications and definitions which are given at the end of
the daily telephone recording as an educational device. It
is imperative that the telephone recording number be listed
and requested for broadcast on all forecasts which go
through the news media to the public, for then, regardless
of any news media editing of the forecast package, the user
will still be referred to the complete text of the avalanche
forecast. The form of the forecast sent to the news media
and read on the telephone recording is very similar,
although the news media releases are more concise (Figure 1).
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Although the daily public forecast is the primary
forecast product, special avalanche statements are also
issued as needed by the forecasting program to emphasize
particularly severe or unusual avalanche conditions already
detaileo in the daily forecast. Such a statement is similar
in intent and function to the NWS Special Weather Statement,
and is normally a simple, short (one or two sentences)
narrative description of the hazara specifics.

Content

As shown in Figure 2, the zone forecast section of
the product briefly gives the current and expected avalanche
hazard and warning for two days--today, tonight and
tomorrow--and divides geographical regions of similar hazard
into zones. The forecasts try to be as specific as possible
given the available field data network and weather
information.

Avalanche hazards utilizeo in the forecasts are
defined as follows:

Low Avalanche Hazard ...mostly stable snow exists and
avalanches are unlikely except in isolated pockets on steep
snow-covered open slopes and gullies. Back country travel
is generally safe in areas with low hazard.

Moderate Avalanche Hazard ..• areas of unstable snow exist and
avalanches are possible on steep snow-covered open slopes
and gullies. Back country travellers should use caution in
areas with moderate hazard.

High Avalanche Hazard ...mostly unstable snow exists and
avalanches are likely on steep snow-covered open slopes and
gUllies. Back country travel is not recommended except in
avalanche-free areas.

Extreme Avalanche Hazard ... widespread areas of unstable snow
exist and avalanches are certain on steep snow-covered open
slopes and gullies. Large destructive avalanches are
possible. Back country travel should be avoideo.

These hazard classes were initially determined
through forecasting experience and meetings of Northwest and
Rocky Mountain forecasters, as well as Washington and Oregon
Snow rangers and public information personnel. While the
definitions given above technically describe avalanche
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potential, what is actually being disseminated and received
by the public is the expected degree of the avalanche hazard
to a back country traveller using the mountains. For
example, a forecast of low avalanche hazard means that for a
given back country user, the likelihood of his being
involved in an avalanche at that time is low and that
during the forecast period travel in the mountains is
gener?lly safe. Indeed, NWS natural disaster forecast
programs such as Skywarn (tornado warning) refer to hazard
even though technically what is really meant is potential.

Elevation distinctions are includen in the zone
forecasts for two major reasons: first, there are often
well-defined snow/rain levels in the forecast area which
markedly affect snow stability above and below that level;
and, second, forecasts cover a large area and can be made
sufficiently specific that elevation distinctions are
necessary.

The Sunday outlook section, shown in Figure 1, is
issued only on Friday and is primarily for weekend
recreational usage. Since general weather forecast products
are not always reliable beyond 48 hours, the Sunday outlook
is of necessity fairly broad in terms of increasing/
decreasing/unchanging hazard and in terms of the general
weather expected to produce this hazard.

The synopsis section gies a summary of the current
and expected snowpack conditions, and the weather and
related physical processes forming these conditions.
Experience and feedback from users indicate that this is an
extremely useful educational tool for all back country
users.

The disclaimers, qualifications, and information
statements which precede and follow the variable text of
zone forecast, Sunday outlook, and synopsis have been
developed as a result of substantial user input and the
recognized need for extreme clarity in media transmissions.
It is hoped that this information provides sufficient
general background and instruction for uninformed users to
utilize the forecast for their own needs and yet not be
frightened to use the mountains in winter. While not all
statements may be applicable in all areas of the country or
for all types of forecasting programs, similar statements
should be considered for inclusion to maximize effective
usage of the forecast product.
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Dissemination

An efficient dissemination system for daily back
country avalanche forecasts is essential for proper and
timely utilization of forecasts by the public. There are,
however, timing and information distribution problems which
considerably complicate forecast dissemination.

First, desired deadlines by the public and news
media are normally not compatible with the timing of field
observations or weather input to the forecast office. Back
country travellers usually desire forecasts before they
depart for the mountains. Newspaper requirements are
generally 1700-1900 hours (previous day) for morning
editions and 0900-1000 hours for afternoon editions. Radio
and television are usually more flexible, using forecasts
issued within one to two hours of the newscast. At the
forecast office, although the most recent map and weather
data is usually available and digested by 0600-0700 hours,
field information is not complete until 0800-0830 hours at
the earliest, with forecast composition and dissemination
still to follow. The best compromise for the news media is
to have the forecast available and disseminated by a set
time every day which is as early as routinely possible. For
the public, the best solution is to have the most recent
complete forecast available at all times. This is possible
with a telephone recording--controlled by the forecast
office--which contains all available current avalanche
forecast information with proper revision of the forecast
when snow/weather changes indicate.

Second, limited time and space availability for
avalanche forecast inclusion in news media coverage
(especially radio and television) produces further problems.
Examples of some past media editing problems experienced by
forecast staff include: condensation of different
elevations or zones to one or no elevations or zones;
excluding or shortening various hazard descriptions to one
hazard; broadcasting yesterday's shortened forecast; and
extending forecast distribution. This problem of news media
editing can be minimized by devising a forecast format which
is short and not easily edited, and by always including the
telephone number that can be called for the latest avalanche
information. It is far better to have media say nothing
except the avalanche information telephone number than to
give severely shortened, edited, or outdated forecasts.
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The public avalanche forecast dissemination scheme
utilized in the Northwest has proved effective in
distributing avalanche information. The two daily public
forecasts (Washington and Oregon) generated by the
forecasting program are issued each morning (generally
between 0900-1000 hours) from December through mid-April,
with updates more often as needed. The forecast covering
the Washington Cascades and Olympics is issued through the
normal media communication channels of the NWS Forecast
Office, Seattle, with the forecast for the Cascades from
Mount St. Helens to Mt. Hoot issued from the Portland mvS
Forecast Office. Both complete forecasts with educational
information are also available on public telephone
recordings in Seattle and Portland.

The special avalanche statement, the primary
purpose of which is to emphasize or underline particularly
severe or unusual avalanche conditions already described in
the daily forecast, is disseminated primarily for media
usage. This statement is the only avalanche forecast
product distributed on the NWS NAWAS (National Warning
System) circuit.

Usage of the avalanche hazard forecast by back
country users should be greatly facilitated by a descriptive
and informational brochure which lists available avalanche
information sources and avalanche hazard classifications and
definitions, and which details qualification statements used
with the forecasts. Coordination of this information with
plans of local forests and parks to publish maps of
avalanche-free areas for back country use should help to
maximum avalanche safety and awareness. Feedback from users
regarding forecasts is also helpful and should be
encouraged.

Legal Ramifications

Legal liability for forecasting avalanche hazard
for public use continues to be limited to problems arising
only from negligent forecasting. In past legal decisions
involving the NV1S (Kuhn, 1979; Tigert, 1978), courts have
stressed the importance of forecasters exercising due care
and judgment in preparing, issuing, and monitoring weather
and weather related forecasts. Through 1979, there has been
no case in which the United States has been held liable by a
court for negligent weather forecasting. Since avalanche
hazard forecasts are inherently based on the vagaries of
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weather and weather-related forecasts, the extension of
weather forecast liability to avalanche forecast liability
seems straightforward.

Summary

This paper has stressed the importance of proper
form, content and dissemination in the effective operation
of this or similar avalanche forecasting programs. A
coherent, modifiable yet reproducible format, and a
standardized, comprehensible content, including hazard
terminology, must be reliably and efficiently disseminated
to achieve a readily available and usable daily forecast
product. Although some problems in avalanche forecast
dissemination--primarily of timing and news media editing-
do exist, the zone forecast/synopsis format and content
discussed here, along with a telephone recording which
conveniently lists complete avalanche information 24 hours a
day, should help minimize difficulties in communicating
avalanche hazard information to the public. It is also
believed that future coordination between all avalanche
hazard forecast operations in standardizing format, content,
and methods of dissemination should yield greater
reliability, continuity, and believability in forecasts as
well as providing an excellent national education tool.
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Figure 1
Public Avalanche Forecast Worksheet, Washington

PUBLIC AVALANCHE FORECAST WORKSHEET
-WASHINGTON-

Forest Service back country avalanche forecast for the
Washington Cascades and Olympics. For specific weather and
avalanche information in the Snoqualmie Pass area phone 206
442-SNOW. For the avalanche forecast for the Mt. Hood area
phone 503-221-2400.

tt* zczc
FVUS KSEA

(DdHhMm) z

tt* Back Country Avalanche Forecast for Washington
Forest Service Avalanche Center
Issued Through National Weather Service, Seattle, Washington

"
(PST Time) (Day) (Date--Mo. Day

"
Year)

** (Text)

General expected trend of the avalanche
hazard on Sunday (increasing, decreasing,
no change)

ttt

ttt

*t

Forest Service Back Country Avalanche Forecast. This Forecast
does not apply to developed ski areas or highways.

"ZONE FORECASTS" (48-hr. -hazard forecast for today, tonight
and tomorrow)

What, where and when of avalanche hazard
(including designation of avalanche warning areas
and any special problem areas such as lee slopes,
south aspects, etc.)

"SUNDAY OUTLOOK"
(Friday only)

*t "SYNOPSIS" Why of the avalanche hazard (includes explanation
of regional differences in hazard and snowpack, if
any; description of current physical state of
snowpack and expected effects of current and
future weather on snowpack)

ttt
Recorded avalanche forecasts for Washington are available 24
hours a day by dialing 206-285-WASH.

(Forecaster) Forest Service Avalanche Center--------------
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* "Remember, these forecasts are for avalanche terrain outside
of developed ski areas and highways. Back country
travellers should be aware that there are avalanche safe
areas in the mountains during all avalanche hazard
conditions. Contact your local ranger district for further
information. Avalanche hazard classifications and
definitions used in today's forecast are ..... "

*=phone recording only; **=phone and media; ***=media only
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Figure 2
Sample Public Avalanche Forecast and Criteria for Warning

Designations

ZCZC
F VUS K SEA 091700

Routing,
Identi
fication

Zone
forecast
What,
when,
where of
hazard

BACK COUNTRY AVALANCHE FORECAST FOR WASHINGTON
FOREST SERVICE AVALANCHE CENTRE ISSUED THRU THE
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
0900 AM WEDNESDAY JANUARY 9 1980.

FOREST SERVICE BACK COUNTRY AVALANCHE FORECAST.
THIS FORECAST DOES NOT APPLY TO DEVELOPED SKI
AREAS OR HIGHWAYS.

OLYMPICS AND CASCADES NORTH OF STEVENS PASS
MODERATE AVALANCHE HAZARD ABOVE 4000 FEET AND

LOW AVALANCHE HAZARD BELOW 4000 FEET WEDNESDAY
MORNING. THE HAZARD MAY INCREASE THURSDAY
AFTERNOON AND NIGHT.

CASCADES FROM STEVENS PASS SOUTHWARD TO WHITE
PASS EXCLUDING MT.RAINIER...AVALANCHE WARNING ...

HIGH AVALANCHE HAZARD ABOVE 3000 FEET AND
MODERATE AVALANCHE HAZARD BELOW 3000 FEET
WEDNESDAY. GRADUAL DECREASE IN THE HAZARD
EXPECTED THURSDAY.

MT. RAINIER AREA
...AVALANCHE WARNING ...
EXTREME AVALANCHE HAZARD ABOVE 4000 FEET AND

HIGH AVALANCHE HAZARD BELOW 4000 FEET WEDNESDAY.
GRADUAL DECREASE OF THE EXTREME HAZARD EXPECTED
ON THURSDAY.

CASCADES SOUTHWARD INCLUDING MT. ST. HELENS
...AVALANCHE WARNING ...
EXTREME AVALANCHE HAZARD ABOVE 5000 FEET AND

HIGH AVALANCHE HAZARD BELOW 5000 FEET WEDNESDAY.
GRADUAL DECREASE IN THE EXTREME HAZARD EXPECTED
ON THURSDAY.



Synopsis
Why of
hazard

What to
do,
Further
info.
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SYNOPSIS
IN THE OLYMPICS AND IN THE NORTH CASCADES

MAINLY LIGHT AMOUNTS OF RECENT SNOW, GRADUAL
SETTLEMENT AND LIGHT WINDS HAVE MAINTAINED
GENERALLY LOWER HAZARDS. HOWEVER INCREASING
WINDS AND SNOW EXPECTED HERE WEDNESDAY MAY
INCREASE THE HAZARD ESPECIALLY AT THE HIGHER
ELEVATIONS. IN THE CASCADES FROM STEVENS PASS
SOUTHWARD VERY HEAVY SNOWFALL AND STRONG WINDS
HAVE RESULTED IN THE HIGH AND EXTREME HAZARDS.
48 HOUR SNOWFALL ACCUMULATIONS OF GENERALLY 20
TO 50 INCHES COMBINED WITH STRONG WEST WINDS AT
THE HIGHER ELEVATIONS AND EASTERLY WINDS THRU
THE CASCADE PASSES AND NEAR THE CASCADE CREST
HAVE RESULTED IN INCREASINGLY LARGE AMOUNTS OF
UNSTABLE SNOW. MANY LARGE NATURAL SOFT SLAB
AVALANCHES RUNNING MAINLY ON WIND PACKED SNOW OF
MONDAY HAVE BEEN REPORTED WITH CONTINUED COLD
TEMPERATURES SLOWING STABILIZATION OF THE NEW
SNOW. FURTHER HEAVY SNOW AND STRONG WINDS EAST
THRU THE PASSES AND WESTERLY ELSEWHERE SHOULD
MAINTAIN THE HIGH TO EXTREME HAZARDS THRU
WEDNESDAY AND RESULT IN SIGNIFICANT SOFT WIND
SLABS OVERLYING WEAKER SNOW. GRADUALLY
DECREASING PRECIPITATION EXPECTED THURSDAY MAY
DECREASE THE EXTREME HAZARD BUT STRONG WINDS AND
COLD TEMPERATURES SHOULD CONTINUE TO LOAD LEE
SLOPES AND SLOW SNOW STABILIZATION. IN ALL
AREAS WHERE SIGNIFICANT SNOW EXISTS BACK COUNTRY
TRAVELLERS SHOULD AVOID STEEP OPEN SLOPES.

RECORDED AVALANCHE FORECASTS FOR WASHINGTON ARE
AVAILABLE 24 HOURS A DAY BY DIALING 206 285 WASH

MOORE FOREST SERVICE AVALANCHE CENTRE
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Discussion

Reynolds:

Is there any basic philosophy about whether to
issue a daily avalanche advisory or a special avalanche
warning that may receive more impact?

Moore:

A daily avalanche advisory will make the public
more aware of the forecast program and educa te them in
mountain weather and avalanche evaluation. They will also
become more aware of special bulletins when they are issued.
In an educational sense, the public needs to know when and
why the hazard is low as well as when and why it is high.
Special avalanche statements emphasizing or underlining
particularly dangerous avalanche conditions increase public
awareness regarding these conditions if distributed
effectively by the news media.

McClung:

It seems that the wording in the avalanche hazard
classification system could use some work. For example,
avalanches are possible any time snow is present on steep
slopes. How could you possibly issue a low hazard in winter
since the next higher classification says that avalanches
are now possible? I think the wording destroys some of the
credibility for thinking people.

Moore:

The current avalanche hazard classifications are a
starting point and are subject to modification. In the
present program, moderate hazard is considered to be the
usual background avalanche situation in the forecast area
(avalanches are possible, areas of unstable snow exist), and
low avalanche hazard forecasts are only issued when, for
instance, substantial rain followed by freezing results in a
mostly stable snowpack with little likelihood of avalanche
release. The extreme category is applied and forecast when
widespread areas of snow already exist and current weather
is producing or will produce increasingly unstable snow and
associated avalanches.
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Stethem:

I encounter considerable problems in my work with
the term hazard because it is dependent on the terrain. If
you have a high degree of instability in the snowpack, it is
obvious that avalanches might occur on any slope, but if you
have a moderately unstable snowpack, there is an extreme
hazard on highly hazardous terrain, but no, or a very low,
hazard in gentle terrain. I think the term hazard is used
incorrectly many times, and the word instability would be a
better choice.

Smutek:

I believe the forecasts that are being issued from
Seattle are the only ones that include a synopsis, that is
an explanation of why the hazard condition developed. I
think this is an excellent item that should be continued.
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